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Fencing 

Garden Fencing is usually used to create a nice and neat boundary between you and your 

neighbours, but well-chosen and well-built fencing can offer so much more in both form and 

functionality. 

A well-chosen and installed fence can complement the look of your garden and property. Integrated 

into the overall design of your garden, the right fence can be used to screen off some sections or to 

accent areas you wish to highlight. Low level fences can protect your flowers or vegetable plots from 

pets and pests, whereas something higher can offer some subtle seclusion or complete privacy. 

Depending on your need and budget, we have a wide range of fencing styles and materials for you to 

choose from. Whether you want the simplicity of wood, the versatility of vinyl or plastic, or the 

robust elegance of wrought iron, we can supply and install the right option for you. Chain link, 

coloured aluminium, bamboo, or a simple picket fence – whatever your choice, our expert team will 

fit the right fence for you. 

Below is a selection of the various types of wooden fencing we can install for you. 

  

Close board Fencing 

Close board fences provide a robust fence without any gaps, an appealing option for those requiring 

a fencing option geared towards privacy. They are built using feather edged planks which are nailed 

towards the rails offering a detailed knit and secure finish. This kind of fence can use either concrete 

or wooden posts on metal spikes, and we strongly suggest using concrete gravel boards to protect 

the fence from rot, due to sitting on moist ground during wet weather. 

Panel Fencing 

Different kinds of panel fencing sections can be created to suit different budgets, and as is the case 

they will therefore have different characteristics. The most typical type of panel is the medium 

weight panel, there are some panels that are lighter in weight but don’t have the batten covering 

the foot of the panel. Fence sections are usually available in three colours: light beige, standard 

orange brown or a dark brown finish. Usually erected with timber posts, timber gravel boards may 

also be used, on suitable ground. On ground that is prone to getting damp we would suggest using a 

concrete gravel board to help prolong the life of the fence panel. 

Palisade Fencing 

Palisade fences, also called picket fences, are utilised when an inconspicuous and discreet fencing 

option is called for. Palisade fencing is generally regarded as a low level fence, but they can be over 

2m. The required height of the fence you choose will most likely be based on practical factors, for 

instance where you wish to screen an area from pets. Palisade fencing comes with three different 

top options (pointed, rounded or squared) and is usually fitted with timber posts. 



Post and Rail 

Post and rail is simply a generic term usually applied to any fencing system composed of solid timber 

rails secured into the ground via posts (hence the name). Post and rail fences are often used on jobs 

where large distances are a factor e.g. horse paddocks, race courses etc, and are thus used 

infrequently in domestic garden design, however they could be used to separate driveway or path 

from the garden for a low cost. 

For more information please contact us here. 

 


